Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 neutralization by a single molecule of V3-targeted antibody.
Human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) infection generally provokes antibody responses to the viral envelope glycoprotein. Two major regions of gp120, the third variable (V3) domain and the CD4-binding site, have been identified as neutralization targets. The precise mechanism of HIV-1 neutralization by antibodies against the V3 domain is still unknown. It is shown that by kinetic neutralization studies, one molecule of V3-targeted monoclonal antibody (0.5beta) is enough to neutralize one virion. This antibody, which neutralized more than 99% of the virus, inhibited the binding of the virus to cells by 42%. HIV-1 pseudotyped with G glycoprotein from vesicular stomatitis virus was also neutralized by 0.5beta, suggesting that the antibody did not inhibit the viral attachment but caused some alteration in the envelope. These results indicate that the antibody plays an additional role on steric change of the envelope involved in inhibition of viral entry.